Ammunition Not Permitted
There are certain types of ammo that are strictly prohibited and
are not allowed to be used on the range.
 Tracers
 Explosive Type Ammo
 Incendiary Ammo
 Armor Piercing Ammo

Permitted Targets
The shooter will normally supply his/her own targets. The shooter may use a club
provided target stand and backer to affix the target to by using tape, staples or push pins
or selfadhering targets. Target stand and backers are provided free for use. To decrease
the likelihood of ricochets, shooters may not use metal targets or target frames except as
permitted below. Target stands and backers are to be made from wood, PVC and/or
cardboard or other type of material that will not cause bullet ricochets. The maximum
height of any target must be 5 feet to the top edge. Target stands up to 6 feet in height
may be used for 7 yards offhand pistol shooting ,however, they will not be provided.
Nonmetal containers such as plastic jugs may be used as targets provided the shooter
cleans up all debris afterwards.
The front of the bullet berm is 170 yards from the firing line and has lines striped
into sections of four lanes each. Shooters should use these lines to place targets directly
inline with their shooting location. This will prevent cross range shooting and cross
shooting into other shooters target stands. The RSO’s should watch the placements of
the targets and help the shooter to make placement corrections as needed. Targets must
be placed in a manner that ensures no bullet strikes the ground closer that the 25 yard
distance.
Many target types are permitted, including:
 Paper targets on target stands
 Clay Pigeons if set on the rifle range 200 yard dirt backstop, 170 yard berm or pistol range 50
yard berm and placed no higher than 7 feet from the ground
 Specific groups may use other target types during authorized competition shoots approved by
the BOD
 Paper or plastic containers with or without water at 25 yards or farther provided the shooter
removes of debris afterwards
Rubber self healing reactive targets must be placed at a minimum of 25 yards and must not be
allowed to move at such an angle as to allow for cross angle shooting into another lane
 Steel reactive targets suspended from a nonmetal frame (in good repair) for rimfire pistols/rifles,
muzzle loading black powder rifles/pistols and black powder cartridge rifles and firing low velocity
all lead bullets. These targets must not be placed closer than 25 yards from the firing line and
must pivot so that impacting bullets are deflected downward only. There are new provisions for
falling steel targets used with muzzle loaders which is outlined in it’s own section.
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